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25 Big Tech Predictions  

For 2016 
 

By The BI Intelligence Research Team 

 

Almost every industry has been disrupted by digital technologies over the past 

decade: 

 

 Retailers have been shifting from brick-and-mortar stores to online 

outlets.  

 Payment cards are moving from our wallets to our smartphones.  

 Publishers have ditched paper and are now sending content in real time.  

 Automakers have said the next five years will disrupt the industry more 

than the last 50 years have. 

 Tech giants are replacing our PCs with mobile devices. 

 

In 2016, we predict even more disruption will occur: Facebook will battle 

YouTube in mobile video, Indonesia will become one of the largest smartphone 

markets, the Blockchain will be recognized as more than a fad, Amazon will 

leave its shipping partners, and oil companies will embrace IoT technology as 

the price of oil continues to drop.  

 

In this report, we provide 25 predictions across our five key verticals including 

Mobile, E-Commerce, Digital Media, Payments, and the Internet  

of Things. 
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Our Top 5 IoT Predictions 
 
 

1. 

Two-thirds of new cars shipped in the US will be connected to 
the internet. 
 
In 2015, roughly 35%-40% of new cars shipped in the US were connected to the 

internet, far surpassing our 23% estimate from the beginning of the year. We 

expect this strong growth to continue through 2016, and estimate that two-

thirds of new cars shipped in the US will be connected to the internet. 

 

As we highlight in our Connected Car Report (download the report 

at http://read.bi/2016-predictions-connected-car-report), cars are being 

connected to the internet primarily to benefit automakers. For example, 

automakers are able to track data about how the car is being used and push 

over-the-air updates to the car. In addition to internal reasons, automakers have 

been motivated to connect their cars due to rising consumer demand for in-car 

technology. In fact, 37% of recent car buyers in China, the US, and Germany said 

they would be willing to switch to a different automaker if it was the only one 

offering access to data, media, and applications, up from 20% of recent car 

buyers who said the same a year ago.  

 

  

The Connected Car 5-Part Research Package from BI Intelligence: 
 

 The Connected-Car Report 

 The Self-Driving Car Report 

 The Apple Carplay & Android Auto Report 

 The In-Car Infotainment Center Report 

 The Connected Car Webinar 
 

Get it now at: 
http://read.bi/connected-car-package 

http://www.businessinsider.com/intelligence/research-store?IR=T&utm_source=businessinsider&utm_medium=free_report&utm_term=report_store_text_link_25-big-tech-predictions-for-2016&utm_content=report_store_text_link&utm_campaign=free_report_25_big_tech_predictions_for_2016_leadgen#!/The-Connected-Car-Report/p/47113866
http://read.bi/2016-predictions-connected-car-report
http://read.bi/connected-car-package
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2.  

The US will finally get federal guidance surrounding self-driving 
cars, leading many states to enact legislation. 
 
While self-driving car technology continues to improve, a lack of regulations has 

been one of the top barriers to self-driving cars hitting the roads in the US. A few 

weeks ago, California’s Department of Motor Vehicles released a draft of 

proposed regulations that would make the state the first to give consumers the 

right to ride in self-driving cars on public roads. And in 2016, we expect the 

federal government to provide more guidance to states that are creating their 

own self-driving car regulations.  

 

Late in 2015, US Secretary of Transportation Anthony Foxx ordered the National 

Highway Traffic Safety Administration to update its policy on self-driving cars to 

help bring the technology to the roads, with the hopes of making roads safer. We 

predicted in our Self-Driving Car Report (download the report at 

http://read.bi/self-driving-car) that consumers could purchase a user-operated 

self-driving car by 2019; federal guidance is key in making this happen in many 

markets. 
 

 

  

The Self-Driving Car Report from BI Intelligence 
 

In this report, we analyze the self-driving car 
market and the current state of the self-driving car, 
and we provide an in-depth analysis for how we see 
the self-driving car progressing over the next five 
years. We describe the economic impact it can have 
and look at the current barriers preventing it from 
coming to market. 
 

Get it now at: 
http://read.bi/self-driving-car 

http://www.businessinsider.com/intelligence/research-store?IR=T&utm_source=businessinsider&utm_medium=free_report&utm_term=report_store_text_link_25-big-tech-predictions-for-2016&utm_content=report_store_text_link&utm_campaign=free_report_25_big_tech_predictions_for_2016_leadgen#!/The-Self-Driving-Car-Report/p/50902609/category=11987294
http://read.bi/self-driving-car
http://read.bi/self-driving-car
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3.  

The growth of enterprise IoT initiatives will increase  
the demand for cyber insurance policies in 2016. 
 

Traditionally, cybersecurity concerns have primarily revolved around the threat 

of having data stolen, such as credit card or healthcare information. The growth 

of the IoT has now added another threat layer in which physical devices can now 

be hacked, have their information stolen, and even be remotely controlled.  

 

In 2015, we saw numerous hacks, like the Jeep hack, which showcased how 

vulnerable connected devices are. As a result, as IoT devices become more 

common, and as companies become more wary of their vulnerability to data 

being stolen by hackers, we expect a huge surge in demand for insurance policies 

that protect against cyber hacks. Currently, only a few insurance companies offer 

cyber insurance policies, primarily because it is difficult to assess cybersecurity 

risk. However, as cybersecurity threats continue to evolve and attacks grow more 

frequent, we expect that insurance companies will adapt to meet consumer 

demand.  

 
 

 

  

The Enterprise Internet of Things Report from BI Intelligence 
 

In this report, we size the enterprise IoT market, 
noting the breakdown between hardware versus 
software spending, and determine which industries 
will upgrade to the IoT first. We examine how 
businesses are already using IoT systems and what 
barriers might still stand in the way of IoT enterprise 
upgrades. 
 

Get it now at: 

http://read.bi/2016-predictions-enterprise-iot 

http://read.bi/2016-predictions-enterprise-iot
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4.  

As oil prices continue to crash, oil companies will look  
to IoT solutions to maximize efficiency throughout the supply 
chain. 
 
Oil prices have crashed over the past year due to an oversupply of oil and a drop 

in consumer demand. It’s unlikely that the price of oil will bounce back in 2016. 

In fact, many analysts believe it will continue to drop, potentially down to the 

equivalent cost of producing a barrel of oil. As a result, oil companies will have to 

look for new ways to increase their profits and maximize their operational 

efficiency so they can produce oil less expensively.  

 
We believe many of them will utilize IoT devices and analytics systems 
throughout the oil supply chain (upstream, midstream, and downstream) to 
improve their profits. In fact, a study from Cisco, which we highlight in our Oil 

and Gas Report (download this report at http://read.bi/oil-gas-report), found 
that an oil company with $50 billion in annual revenue could add about $1 
billion in profit if it was able to fully optimize the IoT solutions available to it. 
Overall, we expect a huge boom in demand for IoT ecosystems in the oil and gas 
industry in 2016. 
 

 

  

The Internet of Things Report from BI Intelligence 
 

In this report we discuss all of the components of 
the IoT ecosystem, including its devices, analytics, 
networks, and security. We also provide estimates 
and forecasts on the burgeoning IoT market, 
including device growth, amount invested, and 
potential return on investment. 
 

Get it now at: 
http://read.bi/IoT-Report 

http://www.businessinsider.com/intelligence/research-store?IR=T&utm_source=businessinsider&utm_medium=free_report&utm_term=report_store_text_link_25-big-tech-predictions-for-2016&utm_content=report_store_text_link&utm_campaign=free_report_25_big_tech_predictions_for_2016_leadgen#!/The-IoT-In-The-Upstream-Oil-And-Gas-Industry-Report/p/57513039/category=11987294
http://www.businessinsider.com/intelligence/research-store?IR=T&utm_source=businessinsider&utm_medium=free_report&utm_term=report_store_text_link_25-big-tech-predictions-for-2016&utm_content=report_store_text_link&utm_campaign=free_report_25_big_tech_predictions_for_2016_leadgen#!/The-IoT-In-The-Upstream-Oil-And-Gas-Industry-Report/p/57513039/category=11987294
http://read.bi/oil-gas-report
http://read.bi/IoT-Report
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5.  

The insurance industry will embrace healthcare  
and connected home IoT devices as a way to price  
insurance policies. 
 
As we highlighted in our Insurance and the IoT Report (download this report at 

http://read.bi/2016-predictions-insurance-and-iot), insurance companies are 

utilizing IoT devices to minimize risk and appropriately price insurance policies. 

In 2015, the primary use case of IoT devices in insurance was to track insured 

car owners' driving habits in order to price policies based on how well they drive.  

 

In 2016, we expect many insurance companies to expand the use of IoT devices 

past auto insurance and into home and health insurance. A recent survey from 

Accenture found that between 2014 and 2015, there has been a significant 

increase in the percentage of companies that have launched, are in the process of 

launching, or have a strategy in place to use connected home/building devices 

and health and fitness monitors — indicating that all segments of the insurance 

industry are quickly embracing the IoT. 

 

 

 

  

Insurance and the IoT Report from BI Intelligence 
 

In this report, we examine the impact of the IoT on the 
insurance industry. From free fitness trackers to track 
individuals’ exercise habits to drones to assess damages 
in unsafe post-disaster conditions, we analyze current 
US insurance markets — including the auto, health, life, 
and property insurance markets — and look at ways 
insurers are integrating IoT devices. 
 

Get it now at: 
http://read.bi/2016-predictions-insurance-and-iot 

http://www.businessinsider.com/intelligence/research-store?IR=T&utm_source=businessinsider&utm_medium=free_report&utm_term=report_store_text_link_25-big-tech-predictions-for-2016&utm_content=report_store_text_link&utm_campaign=free_report_25_big_tech_predictions_for_2016_leadgen#!/Insurance-and-the-IoT-Report/p/52185124/category=11987294
http://read.bi/2016-predictions-insurance-and-iot
http://read.bi/2016-predictions-insurance-and-iot
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Our Top 5 Digital Media Predictions 
 
 

1.  

The mobile video wars will heat up, with winners and losers 
starting to emerge in distinct content categories.  
 
Thanks to autoplay and suggested videos, as well as a growing mobile audience, 

Facebook will likely become the go-to place for short-form videos in 2016. We 

expect brands and media companies to accelerate the number of videos they 

publish directly to Facebook, and Facebook to eventually surpass YouTube in 

terms of video uploads and views. Snapchat will continue to pen exclusive 

partnerships with major media companies and large brands through its Discover 

and Live Stories feature. Its video-viewing audience will grow significantly, and 

the company may go public in 2016. YouTube will remain a huge video player 

but rely heavily on its YouTube stars to drive video views and paid subscribers to 

its YouTube Red service. 

 
 

   

The Mobile Distribution Report from BI Intelligence 
 

In this report, we examine how both traditional 
and digital-native publishers are adjusting their 
strategies in the face of rapidly increasing mobile 
media consumption. We also address how the 
continued mobile shift has the potential to alter the 
direction of the publishing industry. 
 

Get it now at: 

http://read.bi/mobile-distribution 

http://read.bi/mobile-distribution
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2.  

Standards for online video views and tracking will become a 
major point of contention.  
 
In 2015 video became mobile-first, with 50% of global mobile traffic coming 

from mobile video, according to Ericsson. But mobile video viewing lacks 

standards, and this will become a major point of contention in 2016. We expect 

platforms like Facebook, YouTube, and, to a lesser extent, Snapchat and Twitter, 

to have to address that they each use different metrics to count video views. 

Facebook, for example, counts views, while YouTube counts view time. 

Marketers and publishers will start to demand some sort of standard to 

determine what constitutes a view.  

 

Subscription-based streaming services will also have to provide more 

information about viewing habits, as viewers continue to migrate to online 

viewing. Currently, services like Netflix and Amazon Prime Video do not have to 

divulge the number of views programs receive, making it hard for networks to 

fairly pen licensing agreements.  

 
 

 
 

  

The Distribution of Mobile Video Deck from BI Intelligence 
 

In this presentation, we examine the disruption of 
mobile video. Millennials are spending more time 
than ever watching short-form video content on 
their mobile devices. Platforms are competing to 
capture growing mobile audiences. The ensuing 
bout will create a new set of opportunities for 
content creators and advertisers looking to cash in 
on the mobile video craze.  
 

Get it now at: 
http://read.bi/mobile-video-disrupt 

http://www.ericsson.com/mobility-report
http://read.bi/mobile-video-disrupt
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3.  

Native advertising will see an uptick in ad spend as publishers 
and advertisers alike focus on the user experience.  
 
The rising fear over ad blocking — particularly over mobile ad blockers — will 

lead advertisers and publishers alike to focus on improving the user experience. 

Since native advertising, which includes native social, native video, and 

sponsored content, by nature does not detract from the user experience, we 

believe that a migration to native could help redefine users' perception of digital 

advertising, and, in turn, diminish the need for ad blockers.  

 

Success by publishers that have branded content studies (departments that focus 

on creating native ads), including The New York Times and The Wall Street 

Journal, signal that more of these branded content studios will emerge at other 

traditional publishers and help increase the spread of native advertising. 

Likewise, at the end of 2015, Google began allowing publishers to buy and sell 

native ads programmatically through its DoubleClick ad-servicing platform. 

Since DoubleClick is responsible for an enormous chunk of the digital ad 

ecosystem, by simplifying the way that advertisers and publishers can buy and 

sell native ads on a large scale, we expect that more marketers will pump ad 

budgets into native.  

  

The Ad-Blocking Report from BI Intelligence 
 

In this report, we analyze ad-block usage rates, 
Apple’s ad-block software and how it could make 
ad blocking more common on mobile, and 
solutions for publishers. There are several 
solutions that publishers can use that combat the 
growing ad-block problem, including education, 
technical solutions, and micropayments. 
 

Get it now at: 
http://read.bi/ad-block-report 

http://read.bi/ad-block-report
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4.  

Cable companies will continue to embrace streaming, but cost 
for consumers will rise. 
 
Pay-TV companies will continue to roll out stand-alone streaming services as an 

increasing number of consumers cut the cord in favor of online and mobile 

viewing. However, large cable companies rely on cable subscribers for a greater 

share of their revenue. Thus, to make up for declining revenue from the loss of 

cable subscribers, we expect that cable companies will not only hike up the price 

of broadband cable, but also tier their streaming services to offer some premium 

content at a higher price point — much like Hulu's service. Consumers could 

ultimately start paying more to watch content online in 2016.  

 

 

 

 

 

  

The New TV Deck from BI Intelligence 
 

We are witnessing a dramatic transformation in 
how video content is created, distributed, and 
monetized. This shift has been brought on by the 
rising popularity of over-the-top content and 
video-streaming services. Senior Research Analyst 
Cooper Smith explains how the TV industry is 
evolving — from viewer preferences to key players. 
 

Get it now at: 
http://read.bi/new-tv 

http://read.bi/new-tv
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5.  

Yahoo will sell its core business, likely to a telecommunications 
company.  
 
Yahoo boasted lackluster performance in 2015, and we expect this downward 

trend to continue as the company looks to spin off its core business — digital 

properties, ad tech stack, and Yahoo Japan — in early 2016. While Yahoo insists 

that its core business is currently not for sale, we anticipate that it will be when 

the right buyer comes along. While Google and Facebook could be drawn into 

the fray based on Yahoo's fantasy sports, mail, and finance digital properties, the 

best match for Yahoo would be a large telecom company that could use Yahoo's 

digital presence and ad tech platform as a means of monetizing its own user data 

— think Verizon's acquisition of AOL. In fact, Verizon's chief executive said the 

company would explore a purchase of Yahoo if it became available. The future of 

Yahoo's chief executive, Marissa Mayer, remains up in the air.  
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Our Top 5 Mobile Predictions 
 
 

1. 

A major wireless carrier and pay-tv company will merge in 2016. 
 
What does either side have to gain from a merger? Cable companies have 

extensive Wi-Fi networks that could add capacity to wireless networks or 

provide better coverage indoors. That means faster wireless networks that can 

carry heavier data loads in more places at a lower cost. AT&T and Verizon have 

already diversified; both companies offer wireless services as well as broadband. 

 

Meanwhile, the cable industry is under pressure from over-the-top (OTT) device 

operators and streaming video on demand (SVOD) services, including Apple TV, 

Roku, Netflix, Amazon Prime, and Hulu, to name a few. Industry incumbents 

are looking for additional revenue streams to compensate for falling pay-tv 

subscriptions. Moreover, merging with a carrier to deliver television signals 

wirelessly makes sense — Comcast and Time Warner Cable are already doing 

this over Verizon’s network. 

 

T-Mobile and Sprint — the wireless industry’s No. 3 and No. 4 carriers, 

respectively — are prime acquisition targets. Sprint continues to hemorrhage 

cash, and T-Mobile is looking to acquire new spectrum. A merger with a cable 

company could help both fulfill their most pressing needs. Dish was reportedly 

in talks to merge with T-Mobile in 2015. Sprint might link up with Comcast, 

which was previously looking to buy Time Warner Cable. 

The Subscription Video on-Demand Report from BI Intelligence 
 

In this report, we examine how the growth of 
subscription video on-demand services is coming 
at the expense of the pay-TV industry. We analyze 
the state of the pay-TV industry and look at how 
traditional pay-TV companies and premium 
channels like HBO and Showtime are addressing 
the shift to digital viewing, as well as the 
implications of their response for advertisers. 
 

Get it now at: 
http://read.bi/VOD-report 

http://read.bi/VOD-report
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2.  

Indonesia will join India 
as the next big 
smartphone market to 
watch out for. 
 
If India was the smartphone 

growth story of 2015, 

Indonesia will be the market 

to watch in 2016. While it 

pales in comparison to the smartphone markets in India and China, Indonesia 

has one of the fastest-growing user bases in the world: Nearly 60 million of the 

country's citizens will have smartphones in 2016. Here’s why Indonesia is so 

important: 

 

 At 250 million people, Indonesia is approaching the population of the US. 

 The country’s per capita income is rising fast, which will undoubtedly 

help its citizens — about half of whom are under 30 — purchase the latest 

mobile device. 

 Beyond favorable demographics, Indonesia benefits from a government 

that plans to attract and invest around $4.5 billion in the telematics 

sector by 2017. 

 Samsung is setting up a $20 million facility in West Java. Oppo and 

Haier are finishing construction of their own manufacturing plants in the 

country. 

 Indonesia’s smartphone users are expected to grow at a compound 

annual growth rate (CAGR) of 11.2% between 2016 and 2020, to reach 

~100 million and become the fourth-largest global market. 

Meanwhile, India’s smartphone user base is expected to match the US’ this year. 

We estimate India will have ~204 million smartphone users in 2016, or 4 million 

less than the US. If it continues on its current growth path, we project India will 

surpass the US smartphone market in size in 2017. 
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3.  

Xiaomi will begin selling phones in the US.  
 
Xiaomi is known for making high-quality devices at a fraction of the price of 

most premium phones, like the iPhone. It’s grown to become the fifth-largest 

OEM in the world as of Q3 2015, but has yet to expand its presence to the US. 

Nevertheless, we believe 2016 will be the year Xiaomi establishes a footprint in 

the West. 

 

Making the leap to the US won’t be easy. Xiaomi needs to spend on marketing, 

customer support, workforce-related expenses, as well as potential lawsuits from 

Apple over design similarities. But the company’s ability to churn out high-

quality products at affordable prices is a big advantage; the Redmi Note, a 

flagship phone with competitive features, retails  

at around $154. 

 

The signs are clear that Xiaomi is busy preparing for a US launch. The company 

hired Hugo Barra, a former Google exec from Silicon Valley, to lead its 

international expansion. It also had a massively successful sell-out launch of 

some (200,000 units) of its accessories in the US and Europe in May 2015. 

There’s a market for lower-priced, high-quality smartphones in the US, and 

Xiaomi is primed to take it in 2016.  

  

The Mobile Distribution Report from BI Intelligence 
 

In this report, we examine how both traditional 
and digital-native publishers are adjusting their 
strategies in the face of rapidly increasing mobile 
media consumption. We also address how the 
continued mobile shift has the potential to alter the 
direction of the publishing industry. 
 

Get it now at: 

http://read.bi/mobile-distribution 

http://read.bi/mobile-distribution
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4.  

Disappearing carrier contracts in the US will accelerate the 
smartphone upgrade cycle.  
 
After a volatile 2015 for the mobile carrier industry that ushered in the decline of 

smartphone contracts, US carriers will officially lose gatekeeper status in 2016 as 

these contracts all but evaporate. This transition will unfold as more consumers 

purchase devices directly from manufacturers and carriers offer more contract-

buyout promotional offers or phase out of their current contracts. In turn, the 

overall smartphone upgrade cycle in the US market, which has historically 

lingered at around two to three years, will hasten. Here’s what will drive the 

change: 

 

 Competition among carriers will kill the mobile service contract. T-Mobile 

sparked a price war between the major carriers by eliminating service 

contracts beginning in 2013 and offering a wide range of promotions to 

encourage users to switch to its service. Slowly but surely, the other 

carriers have followed suite, replacing contracts with installment plans 

and data packages. We expect this trend to continue through 2016 as 

carriers battle for subscribers. 

 Device installment plans borne of the death of smartphone contracts will 

help accelerate the upgrade cycle. Carriers used to subsidize the cost of a 

new phone in exchange for a two-year service contract. This ensured users 

upgraded their phones every other year. But two-year contracts are rapidly 

being replaced by a number of new programs, including Apple’s iPhone 

Upgrade Program, that allow consumers to “purchase” a smartphone by 

financing it at a monthly cost. Some of these programs incentivize users to 

upgrade the device after one year so they can always have the most recent 

device.  

The Generation Digital Deck from BI Intelligence 
 

Millennials are fast becoming the most important 
demographic for publishers, brands, and 
marketers. For these digital natives, the 
smartphone is not only ubiquitous, but also their 
primary computing device. Senior Analyst John 
Heggestuen explains how the smartphone's 
dominance will shape digital commerce. 
 

Get it now at: 

http://read.bi/gen-digital 

http://read.bi/gen-digital
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5.  

Enterprise apps will hit a new high. 
 
Mobile adoption in the enterprise was big in 2015. "Bring your own device" 

(BYOD) uptake increased, as did the prevalence of enterprise-provided mobile 

devices, helping to spur demand for business apps. In turn, numerous players in 

the mobile space, including Apple, IBM, Google, and Facebook, have invested in 

new enterprise-driven solutions. Apple and IBM had officially launched 100 iOS 

enterprise apps as of December 2015, spanning 14 industries and 65 professions.  

 

In 2016, we’ll see a number of partnerships between companies like Apple and 

IBM aimed at enabling mobile devices to have a more useful application in new 

industries, like they did for transportation industries in 2015. A heightened need 

for such enterprise apps will result in Apple's and IBM's enterprise app solution 

seeing growth of over 100% in terms of volume, and will catalyze similar growth 

from other enterprise app providers and internal solutions.  

 

Companies that have become BYOD by necessity will seek solutions to ensure 

security alongside mobile access for employees. Expect to see some M&A within 

the enterprise app or mobile security industries akin to the BlackBerry/Good 

Technology merger earlier this year. 
 

 
 
 

  

The Enterprise Internet of Things Report from BI Intelligence 
 

In this report, we size the enterprise IoT market, 
noting the breakdown between hardware versus 
software spending, and determine which industries 
will upgrade to the IoT first. We examine how 
businesses are already using IoT systems and what 
barriers might still stand in the way of IoT enterprise 
upgrades. 
 

Get it now at: 

http://read.bi/2016-predictions-enterprise-iot 

http://www.multivu.com/players/English/7713951-ibm-apple-mobilefirst-ios-apps/?cm_mc_uid=16233388993114492421159&cm_mc_sid_50200000=1450277741
http://www.apple.com/business/mobile-enterprise-apps/travel-transportation.html
http://read.bi/2016-predictions-enterprise-iot
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Our Top 5 Fintech Predictions 
 
 

1. 

Blockchain technology will become more than a fad as global 
banks commit to a unified blockchain solution for inter-bank 
transactions. 
 
Blockchain technology — the same technology that underlies bitcoin — has the 

potential to eliminate the need for trusted intermediaries in financial 

transactions, thereby reducing the costs associated with those transactions. 

Although banks have different perceptions of how disruptive blockchain 

technology will be, most seem to agree on its underlying potential to spur cost 

savings.  

 

In 2016, we believe banks will rally around a unified solution for implementing a 

global blockchain for managing inter-bank transactions. This will likely manifest 

itself in a multi-year timeline, with clear steps for gradual implementation. 

Thirty global banks have already joined blockchain startup R3CEV to work on 

developing an open source, globally distributed ledger, setting the stage for this 

timeline.  

  

The Fintech Ecosystem Report from BI Intelligence 
 

In this report, we provide a detailed overview of the 
fintech ecosystem, explain the challenges and 
opportunities for incumbents and startups, and 
evaluate the key areas of finance being disrupted 
by new technologies. We also determine which 
financial sectors are most vulnerable, which are 
still shielded from immediate disruption, and what 
that means for new entrants and financial giants. 
 

Get it now at: 
http://read.bi/fintech-ecosystem 

http://read.bi/fintech-ecosystem
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2.  

Apple, Google, and Samsung will build out commerce 
experiences around their payments products. 
 
In 2015, we saw the future of mobile payments take shape with the release of 

Android Pay and Samsung Pay, both of which closely resemble the user 

experience of Apple Pay. But mobile transactions are just the beginning.  

 

In 2016, we'll see these companies focus on building out commerce experiences 

around their payment products, which will include an increased emphasis on 

loyalty, store cards, and coupons. Part of this experience will likely include an in-

store component that utilizes beacons to push offers to customer's phones. 

These ecosystems will become a key driver of mobile payments adoption. Offers 

and rewards are the top incentives that would get North American adults to start 

using mobile payments, according to Accenture. 

 
 

 

 

  

The Mobile Payments Report from BI Intelligence 
 

As part of BI Intelligence’s ongoing mobile 
payments coverage, we’ve updated our mobile 
payments forecast report to reflect new 
developments in the market, including the late 
launch of mobile wallet CurrentC and the 
considerable impact we expect from Samsung Pay. 
 

Get it now at: 

http://read.bi/mobile-payments 

http://read.bi/mobile-payments
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3.  

Business management apps housed on mobile point-of-sale 
devices will become a necessity for small businesses.  
 
The mobile point-of-sale (mPOS) is following a similar trajectory to the 

development of the smartphone. Now that droves — over 40% according to some 

surveys — of small businesses have adopted mPOS devices, such as those offered 

by Clover and ShopKeep, we'll see an increased focus on emerging app 

marketplaces.  

 

At the heart of this trend is business data. Apps that can generate actionable 

insights using this data will gain widespread adoption. For the businesses that 

use these apps it will mean increased foot traffic and transaction size in the front 

office as well as increased operational efficiency in the back office. For the 

developers and acquirers who partner to create these marketplaces, it will mean 

a significant new revenue stream and reduced churn.  

 

 

 

 

  

The Mobile Point-of-Sale Report from BI Intelligence 
 

In this report from BI Intelligence, we cut through 
the mPOS hype by analyzing the needs of the 
retailers that have adopted the technology, and 
interviewing merchants to find what works and 
what doesn’t. 
 

Get it now at: 

http://read.bi/point-of-sale 

https://intelligence.businessinsider.com/the-mobile-point-of-sale-report-looking-beyond-the-hype-of-a-disruptive-payment-technology-2014-12?utm_source=House&utm_medium=Edit&utm_term=P-MPOS-2015-1-29&utm_content=link&utm_campaign=BIIPayments-
http://read.bi/point-of-sale
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4.  

Mobile ordering apps will become an important transaction 
channel for quick-service restaurants. 
 
Quick-service restaurants (QSRs) are introducing digital ordering platforms to 

increase average ticket sizes, order frequency, loyalty, and ultimately sales. For 

example, Taco Bell's average order values are 20% higher in its mobile order-

ahead app than in its stores.  

 

Starbucks recently launched its own mobile order-ahead feature, which is used 

heavily, according to the company. Other QSRs are seeking a similar boost, and 

now 80% of the top 20 QSR brands in the QSR 50 offer or are testing some type 

of mobile ordering capability. In order to maximize the benefits of mobile 

ordering, restaurants will likely incentivize customer usage through loyalty 

programs and rewards. These campaigns, combined with the heightened 

presence of mobile ordering, will drive up customer adoption.  

 
 

 

 

  

The Mobile Order-Ahead Report from BI Intelligence 
 

In this report from BI Intelligence, we look at how 
fast-food chains are leveraging mobile order-ahead 
to attract more customers, intensify loyalty, east 
payment friction, and drive additional incremental 
revenues. 
 

Get it now at: 

http://read.bi/order-ahead 

https://www.qsrmagazine.com/reports/qsr50-2015-top-50-chart
http://read.bi/order-ahead
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5.  

Traditional financial institutions will respond to the threat of 
fintech startups by partnering with them. 
 
Legacy banks face the greatest disruptive threat from nonbanks that provide 

similar services, according to a recent BI Intelligence study. There are a number 

of options for responding to this threat including building similar products in-

house, acquiring their competitors, or forming partnerships.  

 

We think banks will adopt a strategy of partnering with smaller fintech firms in 

order to leverage their services and bring them to a wider audience.  That's 

because it's often easier than building these services in-house. Fintech startups 

can often focus all their efforts on building great user experiences while banks 

must overcome the friction of innovating within a legacy system. Nevertheless, 

many of these startups still have a lot to prove before they become acquisition 

targets. Partnerships give banks an opportunity to try before they buy. We've 

already seen this strategy adopted in the alternative lending industry. Major 

banks like ING and JPMorgan Chase have partnered with digital-based 

alternative lenders like Kabbage and OnDeck in order to better fund small 

businesses, for example.  

 
 

 

  

The Digital Disruption of Retail Banking Report  
from BI Intelligence 

 
To better understand what the bank of the future 
will look like, BI Intelligence surveyed 1,500 
banked millennials (ages 18-34) on their banking 
behaviors and preferences — from their preferred 
banking devices, to what banking actions they 
perform on those devices, to how often they 
perform them. 
 

Get it now at: 
http://read.bi/digital-disruption 

http://read.bi/digital-disruption
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Our Top 5 E-Commerce Predictions 
 
 

1. 

Amazon will pull business away from its shipping partners.  
 
Amazon made significant progress building out its transportation and logistics 

arm this year, and we expect that to continue into 2016. To support the backend 

of fulfillment, the retailer recently acquired its own fleet of tractor-trailers and is 

also rumored to be renting an entire cargo airport facility in Wilmington, Ohio. 

Meanwhile, to support the front end, or last mile of fulfillment, Amazon has 

started making household deliveries in its own Amazon-branded trucks. The 

company is also engineering its own unmanned aerial vehicles, commonly 

known as drones, with the intention of delivering packages.  

 

All of these developments indicate that Amazon does not want to rely on third-

party shippers like FedEx and UPS. As the country's largest online retailer, 

Amazon is a valuable customer to shippers, but expect that to change in 2016 as 

it begins handling a greater share of its own packages.  

 
 

 

The Same-Day Delivery Report from BI Intelligence 
 

In this report, we take an exhaustive look at the 
same-day delivery market, sizing the percentage of 
people who will purchase goods to be delivered the 
same-day this year. We uncover the demographics of 
same-day delivery customers, the markets where 
these services have the best chance of taking off, and 
assess how each of the many new same-day delivery 
entrants compares to the others.  
 
 

Get it now at: 

http://read.bi/2016-predictions-enterprise-iot 

https://intelligence.businessinsider.com/amazon-buys-trailers-for-moving-cargo--facebook-improves-communication-for-businesses--why-mobile-video-should-be-important-to-retailers-2015-12
https://intelligence.businessinsider.com/top-brands-on-social-media-for-the-holidays--rumors-of-amazon-air-cargo-operation--alibaba-selling-1-billion-stake-in-o2o-service-2015-11
http://read.bi/2016-predictions-enterprise-iot
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2.  

Facebook will become a key enabler of commerce.   
 
Sales derived from social platforms currently account for a niche area of 

commerce, but we expect Facebook to play a much larger role in retail in the 

coming year. In 2015, Facebook made a big push toward achieving that goal by 

allowing more brands and retailers to use its platform for selling merchandise.  

 

For example, online shoppers can now request to have shipping updates sent to 

them via Messenger. Consumers can also use the app to speak to a brand 

representative. Additionally, Facebook integrated transportation services with 

Messenger, allowing users to reserve a car service, such as Uber. We believe 

Facebook will build on these efforts in the coming year.  

 
 

 

 

  

The Social Commerce Report from BI Intelligence 
 

In this report, we analyze social media’s role in 
online retail — whether that’s driving direct sales 
with the use of embedded “Buy” buttons on social 
media posts, or referring traffic to retailers’ 
websites and apps. We also outline the latest 
commerce efforts by leading social networks. 
 

Get it now at: 

http://read.bi/social-commerce 

http://read.bi/social-commerce
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3.  

Beacons will finally go mainstream.  
 
The usage of shopping apps on tablets and smartphones increased 174% in 2014 

— more than any other app category, according to app analytics company Flurry. 

As a result, mobile shopping apps have served as a proxy for proximity-based 

marketing systems such as beacons. Beacons are small, wireless devices that 

allow brands and retailers to push mobile coupons and promotions to shoppers' 

smartphones based on their physical locations. Merchant adoption of these 

devices shows just how useful the devices are proving themselves to be.  

 

 

 

 

  

The Beacons Report from BI Intelligence 
 

In this report, we take an in-depth look at beacons 
in large retail settings. We discuss sales influence 
and the addressable market, and we examine the 
top applications, including offers, coupons, data 
collection, as well as loyalty, payments, and digital 
marketing programs. This is a follow-up to our 
past, popular research on beacons and retail. 
 

Get it now at: 

http://read.bi/beacons 

https://intelligence.businessinsider.com/shopping-and-productivity-apps-drive-growth-as-total-app-usage-rises-76-in-2014-2015-1
http://read.bi/beacons
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4.  

The resurgence of 
affiliate marketing.  
 
Affiliate marketing — a 

performance-based tactic by 

which advertisers reward 

partners (affiliates) for each 

visitor or customer they refer 

— is one of the fastest-

growing sources of revenue 

for online retailers. We 

expect that growth to 

accelerate in 2016. Two factors are driving this growth: mainstream media 

publishers looking for supplementary revenue sources and influencer marketing. 

The latter is a form of earned media, which continues to expand on social media.  

 

Underlying both of these trends is the shift to mobile for everything from media 

consumption to commerce. Smartphones and tablets now account for nearly 

60% of time spent shopping online in the US, according to comScore.  

 
 

 

  

The Affiliate Marketing Report from BI Intelligence 
 

In a new report from BI Intelligence, we examine 
the changing face of affiliate marketing, looking at 
the key players. We also outline growth 
opportunities for affiliate marketing and how we 
see this industry developing. 
 

Get it now at: 

http://read.bi/affiliate-marketing 

http://www.comscore.com/
http://read.bi/affiliate-marketing
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5.  

Alibaba will try to acquire or take a large stake in a US  
e-commerce company.  
 
Last year we predicted that Alibaba would try to buy its way into the US e-

commerce market — that did not happen. However, we believe that Alibaba is 

still eyeing a strategic move into the US. The Chinese retailer has just one e-

commerce property in the US, 11Main.com, but it doesn't offer the scale Alibaba 

needs for a real foothold in the US market.  

 

Alibaba already has an expansive cross-border shipping and payments 

infrastructure in place, all it needs now is a US customer base. We believe that 

eBay or Etsy would be its top targets. eBay needs to reset its strategy to rekindle 

growth, especially after its split from PayPal this year. Moreover, Alibaba's 

business model is similar to Etsy's and eBay's in that both offer marketplaces 

where people and businesses sell goods peer-to-peer. Neither e-commerce 

company owns those goods directly. 
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Interested in getting daily insight from the  

BI Intelligence Research Team? 

Our BI Intelligence INSIDER Newsletters are currently read by thousands of 

business professionals first thing every morning. Fortune 1000 companies, 

startups, digital agencies, investment firms, and media conglomerates rely on 

these newsletters to keep atop the key trends shaping their digital landscape — 

whether it is mobile, digital media, e-commerce, payments, or the Internet of 

Things. 

Our subscribers consider the INSIDER Newsletters a "daily must-read 

industry snapshot" and "the edge needed to succeed personally and 

professionally" — just to pick a few highlights from our recent customer survey. 

With our full money-back guarantee, we make it easy to find out for yourself 

how valuable the daily insights are for your business and career.  

Here are the BI Intelligence coverage areas: 

 
 

Subscribe to our INSIDER Newsletters Today -  

Go to www.read.bi/insider-newsletters 

Digital Media 
 
Understand the 
audiences, platforms, 
and revenue models 
that fuel the demand, 
creation, and 
monetization of digital 
content, including 
video, audio, images, 
text, and social media. 

Mobile 
 
Stay ahead of key 
elements in mobile 
device development, 
adoption, and usage, 
including hardware, 
platforms, vendors, and 
apps, and the key 
companies influencing 
the industry. 

IoT 
 
Become a domain 
expert on the "Internet 
of Things" ecosystem, 
including how 
businesses, consumers, 
and government entities 
are connecting their 
assets and objects to the 
digital world. 

Payments 
 
Keep abreast of the top 
developments, 
strategies, technologies, 
and networks that are 
disrupting how value is 
stored, managed, and 
transferred from one 
party to another. 

E-Commerce 
 
Gain comprehensive 
insight on the key 
trends, strategies, and 
companies impacting 
how consumers 
discover, purchase, and 
receive products online. 

Full INSIDER Bundle 
 
If you’re looking for 
comprehensive 
knowledge of ALL 
industry trends and 
insights, bundle all of 
our newsletters together 
and save 39%. 

http://bii_www.businessinsider.com/bi-intelligence-research-2-week/?IR=T&utm_source=businessinsider&utm_medium=leadgen_teaser&utm_term=leadgen_teaser_newsletter_text_link_25-big-tech-predictions-for-2016-2016-1&utm_content=newsletter_teaser_text_link&utm_campaign=leadgen_teaser_newsletter_link
http://bii_www.businessinsider.com/bi-intelligence-research-2-week/?IR=T&utm_source=businessinsider&utm_medium=leadgen_teaser&utm_term=leadgen_teaser_newsletter_text_link_25-big-tech-predictions-for-2016-2016-1&utm_content=newsletter_teaser_text_link&utm_campaign=leadgen_teaser_newsletter_link
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Or if you need more actionable research than just 

newsletters...  

Get full access to everything BI Intelligence 

offers...including ALL of the above reports & 

newsletters at a HUGE discount today with an 

ALL-ACCESS pass: 

Subscribe to BI Intelligence's ALL-ACCESS Level 

Membership today and claim a $2,000 discount 

immediately. With this level of membership, you 

will gain immediate access to over $20,000 

worth of annual research when you get… 

 All 5 of our insightful newsletters 

 Every comprehensive research report we release 

 Access to the extensive research reports archive 

 A convenient online research center 

A Gold Mine of Digital Knowledge  

at Your Fingertips 

For the professional who wants daily downloads of the most important news and 

deep dives into the game-changing trends behind the news, the ALL-ACCESS 

service level is perfect for you. 

With this level of membership, you have access to everything BI Intelligence 

produces: All of the INSIDER newsletters, all our latest research reports, 

complete access to our archive of past reports, plus a steady stream of extra data 

and research you won't find anywhere else. 

INSIGHTFUL NEWSLETTERS 

With access to all 5 of the INSIDER newsletters, you'll know about all the 

important developments in the digital industry that are impacting your 

company, your bottom line, and even your career. 
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Our INSIDER newsletter services give 

you the context around critical 

developments so that you can run your 

business more efficiently, more 

profitably and more successfully. 

Every morning the BI Intelligence 

team will deliver you a daily 

newsletter covering everything you 

need to know in your digital industry: 

 The insights you need to make smarter decisions 

 The new trends that can disrupt your existing business or open up 

exciting new opportunities 

 The strategies your competitors are pursuing (so you can stay one step 

ahead of them!) 

 The right moves to grow your business and advance your career 

ALL RESEARCH REPORTS 

Our reports are packed with data, insights and analysis to help you understand 

your chosen subject area in fresh new ways. 

As an ALL-ACCESS member, you 

get complete access to the scores of 

valuable reports we research and 

write each year. 

You'll receive nearly a dozen 

reports each month, delivered 

electronically the instant they're 

finalized. You'll also have complete 

access to our archive of over 100 

past reports any time you need 

them. 
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TIMELY UPDATES 

At least once a week, the BI 

Intelligence team will send you 

thought-provoking "extra" 

content in the form of charts, 

graphs, and graphics, along with 

our analysis of what it means. 

These updates are just another 

way we try to keep you ahead of 

the curve on the topics that 

interest you most. 

Get it ALL for Less Than $210/month 

Don't be left in the dark while your competition gets ahead each morning with 

this critical industry news and analysis. Subscribe risk-free, and get all the daily 

newsletters, valuable research reports and supplemental data that BI 

Intelligence has to offer. 

And if you order today, you pay just a fraction of what it would cost if you bought 

it all separately. For less than $210 a month, you will have access to over 

$20,000 worth of annual research. 

Your Satisfaction is 100% Guaranteed 

Try the ALL-ACCESS level membership for 14 days — if you are not completely 

satisfied, you may cancel before the end of your trial period and we will refund 

the full amount you've paid. Any complimentary bonus reports you receive are 

yours to keep. 

 

Subscribe to an ALL-ACCESS Pass Today -  

Go to www.read.bi/all-access-pass 
  

http://biiwww.businessinsider.com/welcome/full/?IR=T&utm_source=businessinsider&utm_medium=free_report&utm_term=subscription_text_link_25-big-tech-predictions-for-2016&utm_content=subscription_text_link&utm_campaign=free_report_25_big_tech_predictions_for_2016_leadgen#joinus
http://biiwww.businessinsider.com/welcome/full/?IR=T&utm_source=businessinsider&utm_medium=free_report&utm_term=subscription_text_link_25-big-tech-predictions-for-2016&utm_content=subscription_text_link&utm_campaign=free_report_25_big_tech_predictions_for_2016_leadgen#joinus
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